




 



 



 









 





 





CIS countries   

Kazakhstan   

We have implemented major joint projects with PAUL WURTH (blast-furnaces), SCHENK PROCESS (a charge preparation line) and SMS 

SIEMAG (converter production) at a metallurgical plant of Arcelor Mittal Temirtau JSC, Kazakhstan. 

The projects in Kazakhstan include the creation of an automated process control system for hydrocyclone units for Kazakhmys Corporation 

LLP, a package of power supply, control and grinding mill automatic control works in Zhayrem for Loesche GmbH, etc. 

Belarus   

The automation of an electric arc furnace for Republican Unitary Enterprise (RUE) Byelorussian Steel Works. 

PM-14 integrated production line for slitting machines and a transport and packaging line for Republican Manufacturing Unitary Enterprise 

(RMUP) Newsprint Mill, Škłoŭ, and other projects.  

Ukraine   

A package of measures for the development of “a data recording system for an outer covering line” for NTRP OJSC, Dnepropetvrovsk. 

 Supply of hot spares and diesel generators for Westron LLC, Kharkiv, and other projects.  

Europe  
Commissioning works for Schnider Electric, Norway, and EFANSA SISTEMAS DE CONTROL, S.A., Italy. 

Troubleshooting for Maersk, Spain, and other works.  

Asia   

The company has carried out commissioning works in Thailand for General Electric, in Pakistan for GEPower (Thermodyn), in Georgia for 

Alstom, in Korea for Sakhalin Energy Investment Company Ltd. and in Qatar for QEWC. 

Together with FreyIngenieure, SPBEC experts have worked to program controllers for a car leak testing conveyor line for an Audi factory in 

China. The company has also accomplished other projects in Asia. 

Africa   

The official representative of SPBEC in Morocco and throughout the North Africa region is SIIRS.A. (a joint venture between a Moroccan 

partner and SPBEC).   

The company’s experts have performed commissioning works in Nigeria for Rockson Engineering, in Algeria for Fertial SPA, etc.   

South America  
The SPBEC-MINING Division which specializes in mining projects is actively developing its business in Chile in partnership with Becker 

Mining System GmbH.   
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